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Great teaching is about students maximising their learning within the lesson. This means pace, structure, challenge and support.
Consider a lesson to be like a doughnut-

You need the correct
ingredientsChallenging objectives (Sky
High Questions), student
focussed activities, reflection
and questioning.

You need the right
quantities of these
ingredients and the correct
baking timeYou need the correct lesson
structure and timings for each
component of the lesson.

You can then top with the toppings
of your choice to individualiseDifferentiate (GAP) and add specific
support (Connect).

The finished doughnutsGet all these aspects correct and you end up
with the perfect, individualised doughnut for
each of your students.
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Which activities will
require literacy support?

What are your lesson
objectives?

7

How do you want your students
to show this new learning?

2

Which activities will
require differentiation?

6

3

What is the sequence and timings
of your lesson?

5

4

How will you assess these
outcomes?

When will you give opportunity to
act upon this assessment?
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The lesson doughnuts model sets out a series of question to consider in relation to the lesson you wish to deliver. These are used
to build a structure to the lesson, which includes all the key ingredients for success. This is supported with the lesson doughnut
diagram to map the length of activities so that each one is allocated the right amount of time. Finally each activity is linked to the
appropriate support so that it challenges and supports as required. The perfect lesson!
Doughnut 1: What are your lesson objectives?
It is essential that you pitch the lesson at the correct level. Too easy and students will disengage through boredom, too
difficult and they cannot engage to start with.
Once you have decided on your lesson objective, turn it into a Sky High Question which can act as the ‘hook’ at the
beginning of the lesson to gain their attention.

Doughnut 2: How do you want your students to show this new learning?
This is related to the tasks that you will get your students to undertake in order to engage with the learning.
What is vital is that you look at each activity within the lesson and reflect on how the students are expected to engage with
it:
Teacher led- Low student engagement, consider limiting the use of these type of activities
Individual- High student engagement, consider using these types of activities frequently
PairsMedium/High student engagement, consider using these on a regular basis but ensure clear roles
GroupLow/medium student engagement, consider using with clear roles for each group member to
ensure all students are engaged
You will also need to consider how you intend to introduce the taskVerbally- Keep this quick, clear and to the point
Written instructions- Use active reading (SUB) to ensure your students fully engage and understand
Visual instructions- Use Q&A to clearly check their understanding
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Doughnut 3: How will you assess the outcomes?
During the lesson it is important to assess how well the students are progressing towards the intended outcomes. This
will allow the teacher to provide additional challenge or support and modify the teaching accordingly. This will ensure that
students continue to progress within the lesson at pace.
The ideal way to pitch these activities is so that they are student focussed and will provide information to the student so that they
can use it to inform future learning activities.
The types of in-lesson assessment you could use areQuestioningQ-Time structured questioning with a focus on open ended, challenging questions
Self-assessmentGreen Pen activities linked with Connect support to ensure specific, worthwhile comments
are made
Peer assessmentGreen Pen activities linked with Connect but based around peer assessment
Teacher assessmentQuestioning or teacher led assessment providing written or verbal feedback
To guide the assessment also consider what type of support you will provideComment banks/Assessment statements/Keywords/Exemplars

Doughnut 4: When will you give opportunity to act upon this assessment?
Assessment is at its most effective when students have opportunity to act upon the feedback that it provides. Feeding
Forward activities and opportunities are essential to ensuring that the use of feedback is maximised.
Remember this is a simple process of building in an activity following feedback toAct upon the feedback to improve the work or redo it
Or
Practice a skill to improve it
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Doughnut 5: What is the sequence and timings of your lesson?
The sequence and timings of activities can impact upon the pace and also the learning within the lesson.

Too many short activities- This can result in constant stopping and starting along with frequent teacher explanation to guide
students towards the next task. Consider this from your own perspective, if you are constantly stopped this can in turn be
counterproductive as you never get the opportunity to concentrate on one particular task.
Too many long activities- If you are using extended activities consider how you would ensure that all students remain on task and
maintain the pace to their work. Think about yourself undertaking an extended activity, over time the work you produce would
decrease along with your attention span, this also applies to students. How long they are able to concentrate is dependent on the
type of students and your own understanding of their needs.
Activities not linked together- Either not linking activities or not highlighting how they link together can either result in confusion or
students not transferring skills and knowledge from one task to another. This hampers progress and can also reduce the pace of
the lesson.
To ensure that you have the correct blend and quantity of activities consider the following points:
When looking at your sequence of activities consider- How the learning from each task feeds into the following tasks. They should
support each other and build new learning over the period of the lesson.
When looking at your timings for activities consider- How many activities you have and how the length of each would impact upon
the following activity. Consider the points outlined previously.
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Doughnut 6: Which activities will require differentiation?
Providing the correct support and challenge is essential to ensuring that students progress. Looking at the activities you
have planned, which of them will require differentiating?
When making this decision consider the following points The length of the activity (is it long enough for the students to consider the options for differentiation.)
 What you expect the students to produce from the activity (will they need support/challenge in relation to
this?)
 How the outcome of the activity will affect the overall learning and understanding (is it essential that they
have a deep understanding of the outcome of the task?)
In addition, when applying your differentiation remember to use the GAP strategy to highlight to your students that they have
choices to make and/or that this task has been adapted according to their needs.
Doughnut 7: Which activities will require literacy support?
Extending and supporting literacy based activities is essential to progress. The Connect strategy is the ideal tool to
support this through the use of the Connect Mat and/or Formulas to structure written work.
But this should not just be available for extended writing, consider also about using it for reflection (Green Pen), starters
or plenaries and even to support verbal questioning.
And finally…
Extended teacher input can potentially slow the pace of the lesson and in turn disengage students. Consider very carefully how
long you spend introducing each activity. Try to keep itShort
To the point
Clear
Simple to follow
If it requires a lot of explanation then it may be worth considering turning it into an activity.
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The lesson planning template for Lesson Doughnuts works through each of the7 questions which then in turn feed into an overall
plan. The 7 questions allow you to reflect on what type of activities and support you would like to undertake within the lesson and
then map them visually to see if you have structured the lesson effectively.
The layout of the template is as follows:
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Sections to complete-

Box 1- Outline your objectives (new learning) and set your Sky High Question

Box 2- What activities/outcomes will be produced which demonstrates the learning taking place?
Make a short bullet point list

Box 3- How will you assess this evidence of new learning both during the lesson and at the end?
Circle the options that apply or add your own.
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Doughnut 5
Divide the doughnut into sections to show the proportion of time allocated to each of your activities.
Label each portion with the activity reference from the Central activity box on the sheet. An example
is shown here for you-

The central box
This is used for you to plan out
each stage of your lesson.
Write a brief outline of the tasks you
wish to undertake and then cross
reference them with each of the
7 questions to indicate when those
activities occur. An example is
shown to the right for you-
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This final section outlines some examples of lesson structures that are effective ways of teaching. Each one has its own benefits
and pitfalls to be aware of. The lessons are split into sections; each category for these sections is outlined belowTypes of activity categoriesStartersQ&ATeacher ledActivityReflectionPlenary-

A short activity at the start of the lesson to engage students and set the theme for the learning
that will take place. This should be student focussed.
A teacher led questioning session to check learning and also to highlight the key points that have
occurred during the lesson thus far.
A teacher dominated activity i.e. instructions or leading through an exercise step by step.
A student centred activity either individual, in pairs or in groups.
Student activity where they reflect on their learning and progress (Green Pen). This can be self or
peer assessment.
A summative activity at the end of the lesson to reflect upon and/or apply the new learning form
the lesson.

The next part to this section outlines some exemplar structures for lessons. These can be adapted but give a base structure that is
student centred, maintains flow to the lesson and also supports pace.
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4 Part Lesson:
A traditional lesson format base around imparting knowledge
or new skills followed by an activity to reinforce this new
learning.
Points to be aware ofWhen you have multiple stages to the lesson ensure that they
all link together and communicate this. Also ensure quick
changes between each activity to maintain pace and
engagement.

Thirds:
The adoption of an extended starter followed by 2 more
extended activities. Reflection and/or teacher led activities
sandwich each extended task.
Points to be aware ofWhen you have multiple stages to the lesson ensure that they
all link together and communicate this. Also ensure quick
changes between each activity to maintain pace and
engagement.
Also ensure that the short intervals between longer tasks
inform and support the following learning.
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Halves:
For the occasions where you wish students to undertake an
extended activity. This can either be 2 separate activities or
one long one which is split by a reflection point half way
through.
Points to be aware ofWith the longer activities it is essential that the teacher
constantly monitors and uses one to one questioning to judge
understanding and apply intervention as and when required.
Should intervention be required then consider if the whole
class requires it or part and then give additional support as
required.

Impart & extend:
The combination of a short task to impart new knowledge
followed by an extended task which allows students to
interact/use this new knowledge.

Points to be aware ofKeep the Q&A session concise and ensure the summarising
informs the following tasks. Also monitor student progress
carefully during the extended task in order to apply intervention
as and when required.
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Impart & analyse:
The combination of a short task to impart new knowledge
followed by a range of tasks which allows students to
interact/use this new knowledge.

Points to be aware ofTo maintain pace across the second half of the lesson where
there are multiple tasks communicate the activities in one go
and then operate a carousel or timed linear system.

Impart, analyse & apply
A sequence of tasks where students are introduced new
learning/knowledge, have the opportunity to interact with it and
then finally apply it to a given scenario.
Points to be aware ofKeep the Q&A session concise and ensure the summarising
informs the following tasks. Also monitor student progress
carefully during the extended task in order to apply intervention
as and when required.
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